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INTRODUCTION

The Braeswood property covers part of a regional 

contact between felsic raetavolcanics and metasediments, 

within the Sioux Lookout greenstone belt. Low gold values 

were found in Iron Formation along the contact during a 

1950 drilling program on the claims. Mineralized shears 

in rhyolite tuffs along the contact, with low gold values, 

were also found in 1980.

The geophysical surveys described in this report 

were undertaken in order to provide a basis for further 

exploration of the property for gold (and possible base 

metal) deposits.

LOCATION and ACCESS

The property is easily reached from Ontario Highway 

No. 72, v/hich joins the town of Sioux Lookout to Trans- 

Canada Highway No. 17.

The claims may also be reached by water from Sioux 

Lookout, on Kinnitaki Lake.

The location is shown on the Index Maps on page 1 

of this report.

Sioux Lookout is a divisional point on the Main Line 

of the Canadian National Railway, and is also served by 

scheduled air service to Thunder Bay, and daily bus service 

to Dryden.
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CLAIM DETAILS

The property is made up of 20 contiguous mining 

claims, totalling about 800 acres in area.

The claim numbers are as follows: 

PICKEREL TOWNSHIP PATRICIA MINING DIVISION ONTARIO

Pa 437104

Pa 486378 to 486386
Pa 490618 to 490627

1 claim
9 claims

10 claims

20 claims

A portion of the Pickerel Township Claim Plan of the 

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources is reproduced on 

following page 4.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The General Geology is depicted on page 5 of this 

report, by means of a reproduction of pert of Preliminary 

Map P.1204 of the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources.

As mentioned earlier, the claim group straddles the 

contact between felsic metavolcanics and metasediments, 

which trends northeasterly through the region. Iron 

formation is found along the contact, and low gold values 

were found in the iron formation in one drill hole put down 

in 1950.
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METHODS of SURVEY

Picket lines were cut across the rock trends at 

^00 foot intervals, and pickets were established every 

100 feet along the lines. The Base Line direction is 

N60 E (true).

The picket line locations, and the survey readings, 

are shown on the Geophysical Results Map which is located 

in the Map Pocket of this report.

Readings of the In-Phase and Quadrature components 

of the electromagnetic field induced by a remote VLF trans 

mitter v;fcre then taken along the picket lines, using a 

Geor.ics EM16 unit. The Dip Angle readings are plotted 

on tho Map, along the left sides of the picket lines. 

The remote transmitter used was Cutler, Maine, at 1?.8 kHz.

Similarly, readings of the total magnetic field of 

the earth were taken along the picket lines, by means of 

a Scintrex MP-2 Proton magnetometer. These readings 

(corrected for diurnal and day-to-day effects) are plotted 

along the right sides of the lines, and the values are also 

contoured on the Map.
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RESULTS of SURVEYS

Electromagnetic (VLF) Survey

Ten strong electrical conductors were located, along 

with some 13 lesser conductors. The interpreted strong 

conductors are shown on the Map as Conductors "A" to "K", 

coloured red. The lesser conductors are unmarked, and 

uncoloured. A further conductor, caused by the power line 

along Highway No. 72, is not a pertinent conductor, and is 

not shown on the Map.

Magnetic Survey

Two main magnetic highs were located by the survey, 

and these are shown on the Map as Anomalies 1 and 2.

Two magnetic low areas were also located, and these 

are marked on the Map as Anomalies 3 and 4.

DISCUSSION of RESULTS

Magnetic Anomaly "2" is caused by the band of iron 

formation cut in old Pen Rey Hole 2 P.R., shown on the Map 

in the Base Line - Line l6e area. It has been thought that 

old Pen Rey Hole P.R. 1 also cut this band of iron formation, 

but (as shown on the Map) this hole now appears to have cut 

other iron formation bands to the northwest of the main band. 

The gold values found in Hole 2 P.R. are therefore un-invest 

igated along strike.
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DISCUSSION of RESULTS (confd)

Magnetic Anomaly "1" is a twin anomaly made up of 

two parallel highs of moderate amplitude. This type of 

anomalous feature is quite commonly caused by intrusive 

action, and it is therefore possible that Anomaly "1" is 

caused by an intrusive stock. Since the nearby Goldlund 

gold deposits occur within a quartz porphyry stock, this 

anomaly has potential economic interest.

Conductors A. B. C. D. and E are associated with 

Magnetic Anomaly "1", and lie either in metavolcanic rocks 

or in the intrusive stock which Anomaly "1" may represent.

Conductors F and G do not have any magnetic correlation, 

and they also lie within the expected metavolcanics.

Conductor H has a direct association with Magnetic 

Anomaly "2", and appears to cross from one side of the 

magnetic high to the other.

Conductors J and K are in metasedimentary rocks. The 

J conductor may have a connection with Magnetic Low "U", 

while the K conductor has no magnetic association.

Conductors A. B. C. D. and H are thought to be the 

most interesting conductors, and both Magnetic highs " 1" 

and "2" are considered interesting. Magnetic lows "3" and - 

"4" are also of interest, since the drill hole results of 

old Pen R y hole P.R. 1 indicate that porphyritic intrusives 

are present near the Anomaly "3" area, and thus magnetic 

lows may be an indication of an intrusive stock.
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DISCUSSION of RESULTS (cont'd)

Some of the conductors may be due to overburden 

effects, some may be caused by shearing, and some may 

represent sulfide or graphite conductivity. Both the 

latter categories are of possible interest for gold 

deposits, and for base metal deposits as well. It is 

concluded that all of the conductors, as well as the 

magnetic anomalies, are worthy of further investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The surveys have located ten strong electrical

conductors and two magnetic highs and two magnetic lows.

2. Both magnetic highs are of possible economic interest, 

and there is some evidence that the magnetic lows may 

also have economic significance.

3. Five of the conductors, A, B, C, D, and H, are thought 

to be the most interesting.

4. Further investigation of all of the geophysical features 

is well warranted.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. All of the conductors and magnetic anomalies should 

be carefully prospected, and all nearby rock exposures 

should be mapped geologically.

2. The drift-covered anomalous areas should be investigated 

by soil and stream sampling procedures, for gold and
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REGOMMENDATIONS (confd) 

heavy metals both.

3. The results of the foregoing programs should then 

be studied, and a drilling program should then be 

laid out to explore those favourable anomalies for 

which no cause has been found.

4. Should it prove desirable to drill those anomalies 

located near the property boundaries, such as the 

A, B, C, D, E, G, and J Conductors, then further 

claims should be first staked or acquired, for 

protection.

COST ESTIMATES

1. Prospecting, geocheraical, mappings
(initial program).................$ 5,000

2. Diamond Drilling:
2,000 feet @ $20.................. 40,000

3. Supervision, assaying, transportation,
board........................... 5.000

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE . ....................& 50,000

May 15th, 1981 Ross Kidd, P.Eng. 
Toronto, Ontario Consulting Mining Engineer
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TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

(TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Tyy- ,.i Survey(s) Electromagnetic (VLF) and Magnetic 
Township or Are=. Pickerel Township_______________
Claim Hoidcr(s) Braeswood Explorations Limited

Suite 402_^ 27 Queen Street East, Toronto, Ont. 
Survey r^m^ny Kidd Enterprises Limited________
Author of Report Ross Kidd » P-£ng._____________
Address of AmK»r 81 Highboume Road. Toronto. Ont. 
Covering Dates of Survey, ̂ a11 - J. to MaV 15, 1981

Total Miles of Line Cut_
(linecuttint to office)

18.3 miles

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days {includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical 

 Electromagnetic-

 Magnetometer .

  Fw^«nn>'Trir_ ,. .

-Other

r.eo)ngiral . _ . . . ,

fienrhemiral, .. _

DAYS 
per yif ***>

40
20

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Speci- provbk>n crtdiu do not »pply to taboo* wwry.)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric
(enter d»y» per cUira)

HATF. May 15, 1981 SIGNATURE:

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
Lilt numerically

Pa""iJi

Pa

4J37104.

486378
(number)

Pa 

Pa

^86379 

1*86380

Pa 

Pa

486381

486382

Pa 

Pa

486383

486384

Pa 

Pa

486385

486386

Pa 

Pa

490618

490619

Pa 

Pa

490620

490621

Pa 

Pa

490622

490623

Pa 

Pa

490624

490625

Pa 

Pa

490626

490627

TOTAL CLAIMS 20

v
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UEUfHYSlCAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS - If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations. 1830 .Number of Readings 1890

Station interval 100 feet, occasionally 50 feet Lin<. spacing___Ji^P_feet_
Profile scale____________________________________________________________.———————
Contour interval 200 gammas._______________________________

Instrument Scintrex MP-2 Proton Magnetometer. Serial No. 608205.
constant. gammaAccuracy —

Diurnal correction methoH Tying in to Base Station once per hour._________
Base Station check-in interval (hours) One_________________________________________
Base Station location and value 2l50n on Line 0. See Geophysical Results Map,

H b]

Instrument

Coil
Accuracy
Method:

Geonics EMl6 Electromagnetic Unit. Serial No. 32.
Vertical Loop.__________________________________
Infinite. __ _____

Fixed transmitter D Shoot back 
17.6 kHz. Cutler. Maine._____

D In line CD Parallel line

Parameters measured.
(tpcaty V.L.F. fUtion)

Dip Angle (IN-Phase) .and Quadrature (Out-of-Phase)

&

Instrument
constant.

made.

Base station value and location ,

Elevation accuracy.

a
u

Instrument ______________
Method D Time Domain

— On time.
- Off time
— Delay time___
— Integration time.

Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing . 
Type of electrode

D Frequency Domain 
_ Frequency _____ 
— Range _________
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